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Abstract. Let a be an outer action by a finite group G on a simple C-

algebra A with RR(A) = 0. If A is purely infinite, then the C*-crossed

product A xQ G is purely infinite. The converse is also true if G is a finite

abelian group.

1. Introduction

A C*-algebra A is said to be infinite if A contains an infinite projection p,
that is, p is Murray-von Neumann equivalent to its subprojection, and purely

infinite if every hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A is infinite. For a simple C*-

algebra A, A is purely infinite if and only if A has a purely infinite hereditary

C*-subalgebra B. In fact, for any hereditary C*-subalgebra C in A, there

exists a unitary u in the multiplier algebra M (A) of A suchthat uBu*nC ^0

[8, Lemma 3.4]. Every projection in a purely infinite C*-algebra is obviously

infinite, but it is not known whether there exists an infinite simple C* -algebra

containing a projection which is not infinite. In [11] Zhang proved that a purely
infinite simple C*-algebra A has the following property (FS): the set of all

selfadjoint elements with finite spectra is dense in the set of all selfadjoint

elements Asa in A , equivalently the set of all invertible sell adjoint elements
is dense in Asa (RR(A) = 0) [1], which means that purely infinite simple C*-

algebras have many projections in some sense. Cuntz algebras cfn (n > 2),

Cuntz-Krieger algebras tf¿ (A is an irreducible matrix) [2] and the Calkin

algebra B(H)/3f (3? is the C*-algebra of compact operators on a separable

infinite-dimensional Hubert space 77 ) are examples of purely infinite simple

C*-algebras.
Kishimoto [5] showed that the reduced C*-crossed product A xa G of a

simple C* -algebra by an outer action a of a discrete group G is simple. If

A is purely infinite simple, then A xa G is obviously infinite simple since it

contains A as a C*-subalgebra. We show that it is actually purely infinite if

G is finite. It will also be shown that pure infiniteness of A xa G implies that
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of A if A is a simple C*-algebra of real rank zero ( RR(A) = 0) and G is a

finite abelian group.

2. Purely infinite C*-crossed products

It is known that a simple C* -algebra A is purely infinite if and only if

RR(A) = 0 and every projection of A is infinite [13, Theorem 1.2]. In [9]

Rordam proved that if A is a unital C* -algebra, then M (A ®3?)/(A ®3Z) is
simple if and only if either A = M„ or A is purely infinite simple.

Theorem 1. Let (A, G, a) be a C*-dynamical system with a finite group G

and a unital purely infinite simple C*-algebra A such that A xa G is simple.

Then AxaG is purely infinite if and only if RR(A xa G) = 0.

Proof. Since the purely infinite simple C* -algebra A xa G has real rank zero,

that is, RR(A xaG) = 0, we only need to prove the converse. It suffices to

show that (M(A ®3f)/(A ®3f)) xa0id G is simple since

M((A xaG)® 3t)/((A xaG)®3?)^ (M(A ® 3T)/(A ® 3Z)) xa&d G.

This algebra is isomorphic to M((A ®3t) xa(g>id G)/((A ®3f) xalg)id G), which
is prime by [12, Theorem 6.2]. For ease of notation write à for a ® id. Since

M(A ®3?)/(A ® 3?) is simple, the subgroup N = {t £ G : àt(x) = utxu*
for some unitary ut G M(A <8>3f)/(A ®3f)} is normal in G [7, p. 158]. The
primenessof (M(A®3f)/(A®3?)) xáG means that (M(A®3Z)/(A®3Z)) xä
N is C7-prime [7, Proposition 2.5] for the action ß of G on (M(A <&3?)/
(A®3f)) xà N defined by

ßt(YxsXs) = Yà>(xsWtst->
s s

for ¿ZsXsXs G (M(A ®3Z)/(A ® K)) x& N and / G G [7, p.164], where xs G
M(A <g> 3t)/(A <g> 3t) and X is the left regular representation of G. Let C

be the commutant of M (A ® 3f)/(A ® 3f) in (M (A ® 3f)/(A <g> 3f)) xá N.
Then (M(A®3i)/(A®3?)) xäN is C7-prime if and only if C is C7-simple [7,
Proposition 2.9]. Since A ®3? is purely infinite simple, M(A ®3f)/(A ®3t)
is simple. In this case the Cr-invariant ideals of (M(A <8>3f)/(A ®3t)) xà N

correspond exactly to the (/-invariant ideals of C and hence we conclude that

(M(A®3f)/(A®3t))xèlN is G-simple, therefore (M(A®3Z)/(A®3Z)) xàG
is simple [7, Theorem 3.2].

Lemma 2. Let {Pi}"=l be finitely many projections in a simple C*-algebra A

such that \\PiPj\\ < e(< ¿), i # j. Then their supremum Wp¡ (in A**) is a

projection in A and || £,/>, - V/>,|| < ^f^.

Proof. The first assertion is [4, Lemma 2]. Recall that the supremum V/>, of

{/?,} is the projection on the closed subspace {p\£,i H-\-pn£n\Ci £ %*}~ where

(nu,%f) is the universal representation of A (so that A** is the er-weak closure

of nu(A) in B(%?) ). Let t, = p\£,\ + ■ ■ ■ + pnÇ„ be a unit vector in (\lpi)%f.

Then from the proof of [4, Lemma 2] it follows that ||p,¿;,|| <   , '      for each
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i. Then we have

ll($> - vp/tfH = || 5>(£M;) - ill
i j

= II Em« + 5>li>/f; - 5>«iiH
i ¡¿j i
n2e

<   .
Vl - ne

An action a of a group G on a C*-algebra A is said to be outer if each

automorphism ag is outer for each g ^ 1, where 1 denotes the unit of G.

Theorem 3. Let a be an outer action by a finite group G on a simple C*-algebra

A with RR(A) = 0. If A is purely infinite, then the C*-crossed product AxaG
is purely infinite. Conversely, if AxaG is purely infinite and G is abelian, then

A is purely infinite.

Proof. Since G is finite, we can, as in [10], identify the fixed-point algebra

Aa with a certain hereditary C*-subalgebra of the simple C*-crossed product

A xa G [10]. Hence it suffices to show that Aa is purely infinite. Let \G\ = n .

For every G-invariant hereditary C*-subalgebra B of A and every e > 0,

there exists a nonzero projection p in B such that ||a.s(/?)a,(p)|| < e for s / t,

s, t £ G. Let p =  V ag(p), which is in B by Lemma 2 for e < 1/4«2, so in
g€G

Ba . We prove p is infinite in Ba .

Since A is purely infinite, there is a partial isometry v  in A such that

v*v = p, vv* = e < p and v = ev = vp. Put w - Y,geGag(v) G Aa • Then

w*w = (Y°<g(v*))(Yas(v))
geG seG

=  E <xg{v*)<*s(v)
g,seG

= Y ag(pï + Yl as(v*)as(v)-
g£G gjis

Since WEg&agiv'faWW = \\TlgJiSag(v*)ag(e)as(e)as(v)\\ < n2e, it follows

from Lemma 2 that

\\w*w - p\\ < Hu;'«; - Y a^)H + Il E as(P) - ¿II < "2e + 7f= < L
g€G gee Vl    ne

Hence w*w is invertible in the hereditary C*-subalgebra (Aa)p of Aa gen-

erated by p with the inverse W\. Then u = w(wl)x/2 g (^a)p is a partial

isometry such that u*u — p and mm* < p , and p is infinite in Aa .

If G is abelian, then it follows from the duality theorem for crossed products

that (A xaG) xàG is isomorphic to A <g> Mn which is of real rank zero. By

Theorem 1 we conclude that A is purely infinite if A xa G is purely infinite.

Example 4. In [3] it was proved that every countable discrete group has a faith-
ful representation as a subgroup of outer automorphisms of the Cuntz algebra

tfoo . If a finite group G acts on &n - C*(S\, ■ • ■ , S„) by permutations on
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{Si, ■•■ , Sn}  (2 < n < oo), then the action is outer [3, 6] and the simple

¿""-crossed product is purely infinite by Theorem 2.
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